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Louvres
Louvreclad’s complete range of fixed and operable 
louvre systems integrate the inside and out and can 
add a unique architectural dimension to a building’s 
exterior. 
They can be designed to be fully responsive to 
external conditions, to maximise airflow, provide 
added weather protection, reduce noise transmission 
and offer high security.

Screens
Louvreclad’s range of architectural screens are 
versatile in look and nature. Our range of sunscreens, 
privacy and panel screens control sunlight, heat load 
and glare; provide extra security; offer protection 
from the sun, wind and rain and also reduce noise.

Custom Designs
Louvreclad’s custom built designs incorporate your 
ideas and vision and turn them into practicality. 80% 
of Louvreclad’s projects are unique to each of our 
clients and are therefore engineered, manufactured 
and installed specifically for the project. Our mission 
is to provide exteriors of excellence, with architecural 
style and functionality.

Attention to Detail
Quality Assurance systems provides assurance that 
every project step  is meticulously  followed to ensure 
the best outcome every time. This includes but is not 
limited to:

• Project evaluation
• Estimates prepared 
• Proposal submitted 
• Tender evaluation 
• Pre-award negotiations
• Contract awarded and reviewed 
• Preliminary Drawings
• Planning and Purchasing Procurement 
• Site measures 
• Shop drawings 
• Final Approval 
• Manufacture and Assembly
• Coatings and packaging 
• Delivery and installation 
• Warranties and Maintenance schedules
• 

Sydney Boathouse

At Louvreclad, we help create 
remarkable buildings & infrastructure 
through leading external architectural 
products and systems and, close 
collaboration with building owners, 
specifiers, subcontractors & builders.



Company Values
• We always act with integrity in all relationships with people and with institutions.
• We only do our best work for our customers, acting always in their best interests.
• We recognise we cannot do our best work unless we behave as a team, each 
person’s performance being interdependent on the performance of others.
• We pay attention to detail. We go the extra mile. We are helpful to others, purposeful 
in what we do, and always complete our tasks in full and on time.
• We always honour our commitments both to our fellow staff members and to our 
customers.
• We work in a systematised environment, always using proven methodology and we 
never cut corners.
• We keep the overall profitability and financial stability of the business in the 
forefront of our minds.
• We promote and reward loyalty, honesty & obedience within our workplace.
• We help our community.

Company Mission
• To provide total solutions to meet our customers building envelope requirements
• To deliver quality on time every time
• To stand by our word with integrity

Company Vision
• Our customers must regard us as being passionate about providing the most 
sustainable, innovative and dependable exterior architectural solutions in our nation.
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“With over 25 years’ experience in the building 
industry, we guarantee high-quality louvres 

and screens, efficient project turnaround and 
professional and helpful support”The Residence, Hyde 

Park. Sydney



Our Valued Specifiers and Clients

Louvreclad work alongside leading architects, designers and engineers to deliver your vision from initial 
concept through to completion. 
We work with nationally renown developers, builders and sub-contractors who meet our stringent quality 
standards and strive to perform to the same high standards and values as ours.

Products and Solutions

Ingenious solutions combine standout style with clever functionality. 

Our louvres and screens can be made fully customised or supplied ready-made – although they can never 
be labelled ‘off the shelf’ due to their innate quality.

From bespoke solutions to ready-made products, each product delivers something ‘extra’ through its multi-
purpose nature:

•     Shade and light control
•     Privacy and security
•     Energy efficiencies
•     Maximum natural air flow and ventilation
•     Weather protection from water and debris during rain, wind and storms
•     Noise reduction
•     Vision from inside and out as required.

Our solutions:

•     Are versatile with manual and automated control options, many adjustable for conditions.
•     Perfectly match the structure and use via the best materials, span, size, strength and fixing method.
•     Reflect the latest design trends.

Mirage Series®
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Project
Summit Apartments

Location
Brodie Spark Drive, Wooli Creek

Builder
Hutchinson Builders

Architect
Scott Carver

Finishes
Powdercoat Sand
Powdercoat APO Grey

Brief
Showcasing a 22 story tower with over 200 apartments and valued 
at $58M, Summit provides distinctive designer living at its best, 
right in the heart of Discovery Point.

Louvreclad worked alongside Hutchison Builders to provide a full 
turnkey solution for the design, manufacture and installation of 
high quality vertical screens, custom air conditioning enclosures 
and sliding screens for Summit Apartments. 
This also included custom designed balcony screens which were 
incorporated for maximum privacy and style.

 “Vertical Screens provided aesthestics,   
 privacy and style”

The varying colour palette acts as a counterpoint to existing 
buildings in the area and enhances the vertical proportions of the 
building.
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Barossa Series® Windsor Series® Wickham Series®
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“Built on leadership, trust and a 
passion for excellence, Louvreclad 
values the long-term relationships 

we have with our customers”



Project
Union Balmain Apartments

Location
Terry St, Rozelle NSW

Builder
Richard Crookes Constructions

Architect
Turner Studio

Finishes
Dulux Duralloy® Monument Matt 9066M
Dulux Electro

Brief
Louvreclad designed, engineered and installed a complete 
turnkey package for Union Balmain Apartments. 

 “allowing unit balconies to have full open  
 view and sunlight or partial privacy”

This included Sliding and bi-folding screens in the Polaris Series, 
allowing unit balconies to have full open view and sunlight or 
partial privacy and shade from the afternoon sun and heat. 

Vertical louvre screens, Pergola Louvres, Lobby screens and 
bespoke designed screens were also included for enhanced looks 
and ventilation. A fantastic result with stunning architectural 
appeal.
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Caprice Series® Barossa Series® Polaris Series® Sherwood Series®
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“Our vision is to be the ‘partner of choice’ 
for louvres and screens in Australia. We 
do this by providing lasting relationships 

and delivering products of true 
distinction”



Project
Oakford Apartments

Location
Wylde St - Potts Point, NSW

Builder
Richard Crookes Construction

Architect
SJB Architects

Finishes
Dulux Powder coating - White

Brief
Louvreclad used the Windsor Series® operable screens to create 
the streamlined effect which the client required for the Oakford 
Apartments.

 “The 90mm blade ensures maximum
  blockout when shut & maximum    
 airflow when open”

Street appeal was essential as the louvre banks run horizontally 
to the front pavement increasing their need for something long 
lasting, class and high impact resistance.
Crisp white makes a nice contrast to the brickwork and overall 
apartment presentation.

The 90mm Windsor Series® blade ensures maximum blockout  rain 
protection when shut and maximum airflow when open. An easy to 
use operable system
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Windsor Series®
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Project
ADVANXeast

Location
Neild and McLaughlin Ave, Rushcutters Bay 
NSW

Builder
FDC Constructions

Architect
Jackson Architecture

Finishes
Dulux Duratec® - Eternity Charcoal Pearl

Brief
Original. Stylish. Cutting-edge design. ADVANXeast is inspirational 
living. 

 “It needed to fit the architects design   
 principles and be custom fitted”

Jackson Architecture needed a fixed pergola design for the top 
story of Advanx East Apartments. It needed to fit the architects 
design principles and be custom fitted to different angles and sizes 
- a small challenge.

Louvreclad worked alongside the architect and builder to supply 
and install the Oxford Series®. A high quality, long lasting option 
which is ideal for architectural aesthetics due to its robust 
construction and streamlined design.
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Oxford Series®
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Project
The Ponds Shopping Centre

Location
Riverbank Drive & The Ponds Boulevard, 
The Ponds, NSW

Builder
Mainbrace

Architect
NH Architecture

Finishes
- Dulux Duratec® Range
- Monument, Satin 2729067S
- Intensity Summer , Gloss, 9004008G
- Intensity Sunshine, Gloss 9002084G
- Intensity Moonlight, Satin 9002004S
- Intensity Desert, Satin 900422S7
- Zeus Charcoal 90087732

Thank you for your efforts in getting this job 
across the line, the louvres look fantastic! - PM

Brief
Designed to stand out from the crowd in the upmarket suburb of 
The Ponds, Shopping Centre certainly achieved its aim. 

Louvreclad’s comprehensive range of louvres & screens provided  
discreet louvres for roof air-conditioners and the bold façades 
along the front of the shopping centre. All the screening and 
louvre requirements were covered in this stunning project.

The architect was also able to design something eye-catching 
and dynamic with a unique concept from our custom blades. 
Louvreclad can custom fold a large range of shapes. 

The bright colours from the Dulux range provided the architect 
with the concept for the facade achieving a stunning display of 
bright, bold colours.

Jupiter Series® Mirage Series® Nexus Series® Orion Series® Custom folded Blade
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“By thinking outside the square, we add 
stunning individual touches that make a 

crucial difference to building’s overall appeal, 
comfort, efficiency, safety and performance”



Project
Paling Court Aged Care

Location
90 Weromi Rd, Grasmere, NSW

Builder
Grindley Construction

Architect
Jackson Teece

Finishes
Dulux Eternity Zeus Grey Satin
Dulux Eternity Charcoal Pearl Satin
Tubes: Evershield Sovereign Gold E78GM

Brief
The state-of-the-art Paling Court facility consists of 130 suites 
designed for all levels of quality care in a home-like environment. 

 “a unique finish of circular gold    
 balustrading, provided an eye-catching   
 finish”

Louvreclad provided Paling Court with the entire package from 
start to finish including the design, manufacture and installation 
of all shading, screening and louvre requirements. 

Custom built fabric sunshades make an attractive entry into the 
facility and a bespoke circular gold balustrading, provided an eye-
catching finish to the building 
Nexus Series® Louvres were used on the lower levels to provide 
privacy and protection to plant rooms.
Overall, a fantastic project.
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Windsor Series® Barossa Series® Nexus Series® Custom Fabric Shade
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DETAIL B
SCALE 1 : 2

160x106x6 RHS FRAME (TYP)

ROPE FIX TRACK

NYLON ROPE SEAM
 WELDED TO FABRIC

FABRIC-SPRING GREEN

S/S304 RIVETS -CTR'S 500 MAX-
CLOURED TO MATCH FRAME FINISH
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DETAIL C
SCALE 1 : 2

ROPE FIX TRACK ( COLOUR MATCHED TO FRAME)

S/S304 RIVETS -CTR'S 500 MAX-
CLOURED TO MATCH FRAME FINISH
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FINISH:
FABRIC- FERARRI STAMISOL FT 381 ( COLOUR 381-3117 SPRING GREEN)
FRAME- Dulux Eternity Chain Pearl 90089119 matt  

NOTE:
 THIS FABRIC FIXING APPLIES TO  SCD-3 FABRIC- FERARRI STAMISOL FT 381 
( COLOUR 381-3117 SPRING GREEN) ONLY.
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B

ROPE FIX TRACK
NOTE:  COLOUR MATCHED TO FRAME
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“As a reliable and respected project 
partner, we’re often preferred 

because of our turnkey solutions 
and the contribution we make to a 
building’s energy efficiency, safety 

and comfort”
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Project
Canterbury Hurlstone Park RSL

Location
Hurlstone Park, NSW

Builder
Boden Projects

Architect
Actis Architecture

Finishes
Electro Range:
Burnished copper, Shimmering Champagne, 
Eternity Chain Pearl, 2EUS Luna Eclipse

Brief
An economical solution for a modern looking carpark façade had a 
surprisingly stunning result. 

Vertical Screens for the carpark were designed for balustrading 
combined with a facade whilst also incorporating the Polaris 
Series® perforated screening into the project for maximum impact 
and long lasting privacy screening for the patrons.  

 “Vertical Screens for the carpark were   
 designed for high and low level cover”

A cost effective design which is ideal for refurbishments to both 
buildings and car parks alike.

Louvreclad offer a complete suite of sizes in the Barossa Series to 
suit every application. Enquire today for designs and colour palates 
to match your application.
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Barossa Series® Polaris Series® Neptune Series®
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“Louvreclad has a wealth of 
experience in exterior building 

renovations and revamps”



Project
UNSW Student Accommodation

Location
High St, Kensington, NSW

Builder
Watpac

Architect
Architectus

Finishes
Dulux Duratec - Eternity Charcoal Pearl
Dulux Duratec - Dune
Clear Anodised Aluminium

Brief
The University of New South Wales Student Accommodation Project, 
located on the Kensington Campus, is designed to withstand the 
robust lifestyle of students while adding ‘green’ elements to the 
design. 
UNSW was designed with extreme precision and the latest in 
innovation. Each level incorporates cross flow ventilation from the 
Kensington Series® to ensure natural cooling benefits for every 
room.

 “designed to withstand the robust lifestyle 
 of students while offering ‘green’ elements”

Louvreclad designed, manufactured and installed the louvres, and 
sunhoods that covered the glass, providing heating protection to 
ensure the building is kept at optimum performance throughout 
the day.
Added to the requirements was excellent vision and trafficable 
awnings .
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Kensington Series® Caprice Series® Bremer Series®
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Sydney Office (Ring for appointment)
2 Kiama St, Miranda NSW 2233
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Always Ahead
We seek out advanced technology, revolutionary 
design and the most cost-effective solutions.

Inspiring Style
From simple sophistication to trailblazing trends, 
our products exude a distinctive style

Bespoke Solutions and Customised Manufacturing
Realise your vision with our design, technical and 
manufacturing capability

Clever Benefits for Standout Buildings
We back great looks with practical features

Real Confidence
We let the results speak for themselves, continually 
setting new benchmarks.

Innovation
We are committed to change. Our business 
continues to evolve in a fast changing world.

Flexibility and Partnership
We have the flexibility and resources to match your 
project size, timeline and budget.

Quality, Compliance and Peace of Mind
Our business is built on engineering excellence 
to meet Australian Standards, backed by 
ISO9901, ISO14001 and AS4801 certification and 
comprehensive warranties.

A Green Outlook
We boost energy efficiency and help enhance a 
building’s green star rating.

Follow Us
Feel free to follow us on LinkedIn or Subscribe to 
E-News for company updates, projects and new 
additions to our product range.
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Thinking outside for inside performance

call 1300 165 678 
email sales@louvreclad.com 

mail PO Box 486 Booval, QLD, 4304
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Thinking outside for  
inside performance


